
ALARM SPELL

Casting 10 minutes (Material, Somatic, Verbal); 
Requirements  3 gp silver bell focus 
Range  touch; Area  20-foot burst 
Duration  8 hours

The focus is whisked away until the magic is broken or the spell expires. When you cast alarm, select a password. Whenever a Small or

larger corporeal creature enters the spell’s area without speaking the password, alarm sends your choice of a mental alert that awakens

you (in which case the spell gains the mental trait) or an audible alarm with the sound and volume of a hand bell (in which case the
spell gains the auditory trait). Either option automatically awakens you, and the bell allows each creature in the area to awake if it
succeeds at a DC 15 Perception check. A creature aware of the alarm must succeed at a Stealth check against the spell’s DC or trigger
the alarm when moving into the area.
Heightened (3rd) You can specify criteria for creatures that sound the alarm. For instance, orcs or people with red hair.

Abjuration

BANE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot aura; Targets  enemies in the aura 

Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

Divine censure makes it difficult for your enemies to attack. Targets take a –1 conditional penalty to attack rolls. Bane can dispel bless.

Enchantment 

Mental

BLESS SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot aura; Targets  you and allies in the aura 

Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute

Blessings from beyond make your companions potent. They gain a +1 conditional bonus to attack rolls. Bless can dispel bane.

Enchantment 

Mental

CHARM SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one humanoid creature 

Duration  1 hour or until dismissed

To the target, your words are honey and your visage bathed in dreamy haze. It must attempt a Will save, with a +4 circumstance bonus

if you or your allies recently threatened it or acted hostile.
You can dismiss charm with a Verbal Casting action. If you act hostile to the target, the spell ends. When the spell ends, the target

doesn’t necessarily realize it was charmed unless its friendship with you or the actions you convinced it to take clash with its

expectations, which could potentially allow you to convince the target to continue being your friend via mundane means.
Success The target is unaffected, but thinks your spell was something harmless instead of charm, unless it identifies the spell (usually
with Identify Magic).

Critical Success The target is unaffected and aware you tried to charm it.
Failure The target’s attitude becomes friendly toward you. If it was friendly, it becomes helpful. It can’t act hostile toward you.
Critical Failure Target is helpful and can’t act hostile toward you.

Heightened (4th) You can target any creature, not just humanoids.
Heightened (8th) You can target up to 10 creatures of any kind.

Emotion 

Enchantment 

Mental

COLOR SPRAY SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  15-foot cone 
Duration  1 or more rounds (see below)

Swirling colors affect viewers based on their Will saves.
Success dazzled for 1 round.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure blinded for 1 round, dazzled for 4 rounds.
Critical Failure stunned for 1 round, blinded for 4 rounds.

Illusion 

Visual

COMMAND SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  until the end of the target’s next turn

You shout a command that’s hard to ignore. You can command the target to approach you, run away (as if it had
the fleeing condition), drop what it’s holding, drop prone, or stand in place. The effects depend on the target’s Will save.

Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target spends its first action doing as you commanded, and the spell is dismissed.
Critical Failure The target does as you commanded, spending as many actions as possible doing so, and does nothing else.

Auditory 

Enchantment 

Lingual 

Mental

Heightened (5th) You can target up to 10 creatures.

DETECT ALIGNMENT UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot aura

Your eyes glow as you sense aligned auras. Choose chaotic, evil, good, or lawful. You detect auras of that alignment. You receive no
information beyond presence or absence. You can choose not to detect creatures or effects you’re aware have that alignment.
Only divine spellcasters, undead, and beings from the Outer Sphere have an alignment aura if they are 6th level or higher.

Heightened (2nd) You also learn each aura’s location and strength.

Detection 

Divination

FEAR SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  varies

You plant fear in the target, with effects based on its Will save.
SuccessThe target is frightened 1.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target is frightened 2.
Critical Failure The target is frightened 3 and fleeing for 1 round.

Heightened (3rd) You can target up to five creatures.

Emotion 

Enchantment 

Fear 

Mental

FLOATING DISK SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 hour or until dismissed

A disk of magical energy materializes adjacent to you. This disk is 2 feet in diameter and follows 5 feet behind you automatically,
floating just above the ground. It holds up to 5 Bulk of objects (though they must be able to fit and balance on its surface).
Any objects atop a floating disk fall to the ground when the spell ends.
The disk is dismissed if a creature tries to ride atop it, if anyone tries to lift or force the disk higher above the ground, or if you

move more than 30 feet away from the disk (such as by Flying or Climbing above the ground).

Conjuration

GRIM TENDRILS SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Area  30-foot line

Black shadows curl out from your fingertips and race through the air, taking the form of ephemeral vines spiked with thorns.
You deal 3d4 negative damage and 1 persistent bleed damage to living creature in the line, depending on their Fortitude saves.
Success The creature takes half negative damage and no bleed.
Critical Success The creature is unaffected.
Failure The creature takes full damage.
Critical Failure Double negative and persistent bleed damage.

Heightened (+1) The negative damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent bleed damage increases by 1.

Necromancy 

Negative

ILLUSORY DISGUISE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 hour or until dismissed

Your illusion can make you appear as another creature of the same body shape and roughly similar height (within 6 inches) and weight
(within 50 pounds). The disguise is typically good enough to hide your identity, but not to impersonate a specific individual.
The spell doesn’t change your voice, scent, or mannerisms. You can also make clothing and items you wear appear different, such as

making your armor look like an ordinary dress. Held items are unaffected, and any worn item you remove returns to its true

appearance until you don it again.
Casting illusory disguise counts as setting up a disguise for the Impersonate use of Deception; it ignores any circumstance penalties

you might take for disguising yourself as a dissimilar creature, and it gives you a +4 conditional bonus to your Deception checks to
avoid others seeing through your disguise.
You can dismiss this disguise with a Verbal Casting action.

Heightened (2nd) The spell also disguises your voice and scent, and it gains the auditory trait.
Heightened (3rd) You can appear as any creature of the same size, even a specific individual. You must have seen an individual to

take on their appearance. The spell also disguises your voice and scent, and it gains the auditory trait.

Illusion 

Visual
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ILLUSORY OBJECT SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  500 feet; Area  20-foot burst 
Duration  10 minutes

You create an illusory visual image of a stationary object. The entire image must fit within the spell’s area. The object appears to
animate naturally, but it doesn’t make sounds or generate smells. For example, water would appear to pour down an illusory waterfall, but
it would be silent.

Any creature that touches the image or uses the Seek action to examine it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
Heightened (2nd) Your image makes appropriate sounds, generates normal smells, and feels right to the touch. The spell gains the
auditory trait. The duration increases to 1 hour.
Heightened (5th) As the 2nd-level version, but the duration is unlimited.

Illusion 

Visual

ITEM FACADE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one object no more than 10 feet by 10 feet by 10 feet 
Duration  1 hour

You make the target object look and feel as though it were in much better or worse shape. When you cast this spell, decide whether
you want to make the object look decrepit or perfect. An item made to look decrepit appears broken and of poor quality.

Metal looks rusted, wood looks dried out and cracked, and so on.
An intact item made to look better appears as though its quality were one step better, brand new, and highly polished or well

maintained. A broken item appears to be intact and functional.
Destroyed items can’t be affected by this spell.
A creature who Interacts with the item get a chance to disbelieve the illusion.

Heightened (2nd) The duration is 24 hours.
Heightened (3rd) The duration is unlimited.

Illusion 

Visual

LOCK SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one door, lock, or container 
Duration  1 day or until dismissed

The target’s latch mechanism clinks shut, held fast by unseen magical restraints. You magically lock the target, either setting the Thievery
DC equal to your spell DC or using the base lock DC with a +4 conditional bonus, whichever is higher. Any key or combination that once

opened a lock affected by this spell does not do so for the duration of the spell.
If the lock is opened, the spell is dismissed. Assuming the target is not barred in some other way, you can unlock and open it by

spending a Somatic Casting action during which you touch the target. Doing so does not dismiss the spell. You can dismiss the spell at

any time and from any distance with a Verbal Casting action.
Heightened (2nd) The duration increases to unlimited, but you must add a Material Casting action and expend 6 gp worth of gold dust as
an additional cost.

Detection 

Divination

MAGE ARMOR SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 day

You ward yourself with shimmering magical energy, gaining a +1 item bonus to AC. While wearing mage armor, you use your unarmored

proficiency to calculate your AC.
Heightened (2nd) The bonus increases to +2, and you gain a +1 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (4th) The bonus increases to +3, and you gain a +2 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (6th) The bonus increases to +4, and you gain a +3 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (8th) The bonus increases to +5, and you gain a +4 item bonus to saving throws.
Heightened (10th) The bonus increases to +6, and you gain a +5 item bonus to saving throws.

Abjuration

MAGIC AURA UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting 1 minute (Material, Somatic, Verbal) 
Range  touch; Targets  one 3 Bulk or lighter object 
Duration  1 day

You can choose to have the target register as a common magic item of your level in your spellcasting class or lower, or to have it
register as being under the effects of a spell of your choice that you can cast. If the target is magical, you can instead choose to have it
not register as magical at all.

A caster using detect magic or study aura of an equal or higher spell level can attempt to disbelieve the illusion of a magic aura.
Magic aura doesn’t mask auras of spells that are 9th level or higher or of items that are 19th level or higher.

Heightened (3rd) You can target a creature instead of an object.
When you do, you can either conceal the auras of all magic items it has or have that creature register as being under the effect of a

spell you know.

Illusion

MAGIC MISSILE SPELL

Casting Verbal Casting or more 

Range  120 feet; Targets  one creature

You send a dart of force streaking toward a creature that you can see. It automatically hits and deals 1d4+1 force damage. When

Casting this Spell, you can increase the casting by a Material Casting action, a Somatic Casting action, or both. For each component

you add, increase the number of missiles you shoot by one. You choose the target for each missile individually.
Heightened (+2) You shoot one additional missile with each action you spend.

Evocation 

Force

MAGIC WEAPON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one nonmagical weapon that is unattended or that is wielded by you or a willing ally 

Duration  1 minute

The weapon glimmers with magic and energy. The target becomes a +1 magic weapon, gaining a +1 item bonus to attack rolls and

dealing another die of damage on a hit.

Transmutation

MENDING SPELL

Casting 1 hour (Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting) 
Range  touch; Targets  nonmagical object of light Bulk or less

You remove the broken condition from the target if it is broken, or repair 1 Dent it has taken if it is dented.
Heightened (2nd) You can target a nonmagical object of 1 Bulk or less.
Heightened (3rd) You can target a nonmagical object of 2 Bulk or less, or a magical object of 1 Bulk or less.

Transmutation

MINDLINK SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one willing creature

You link your mind to the target’s mind and mentally impart to that target an amount of information in an instant that could otherwise

be communicated in 10 minutes.

Divination 

Mental

PHANTOM PAIN SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

Pain wracks the target, dealing 2d4 mental damage and 1d4 persistent mental damage. The target must attempt a Will saving throw.
Success Full damage, but no persistent damage and the spell ends immediately.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure Full damage, and the target is sick 1. If the target recovers from being sick, its persistent mental damage ends as well and

the spell ends.
Critical Failure Per failure, but the target is sick 2.

Heightened (+1) The damage increases by 2d4 and the persistent damage by 1.

Illusion 

Mental 

Nonlethal

PROTECTION UNCOMMON SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute

Choose chaotic, evil, good, or lawful when you cast this spell. If you choose chaos, this spell gains the lawful trait and vice versa.
If you choose evil, this spell gains the good trait and vice versa.
The target gains a +1 conditional bonus to their Armor Class against attacks by creatures of the chosen alignment and on saving

throws against effects created by such creatures. This bonus increases to +3 against effects from such creatures that would directly

control the target and against attacks made by summoned creatures of the chosen alignment.

Abjuration

RAY OF ENFEEBLEMENT SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one creature Duration  1 minute

Attempt a ranged touch attack against the target. If you succeed, that creature attempts a Fortitude save in order to determine the

spell’s effect. If you critically succeed at your attack roll, the target treats the result of its Fortitude save as one degree worse.
Success The target gains enfeebled 1.
Critical Success The target is unaffected.
Failure The target gains enfeebled 2.
Critical Failure The target gains enfeebled 3.

Attack 

Necromancy
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SANCTUARY SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  touch; Targets  one creature 

Duration  1 minute or until dismissed

Creatures attempting to attack the target must attempt a Will save each time, with outcomes depending on their saves. If the target acts
in a hostile manner, the spell is dismissed.

Success The creature can attempt its attack and any other attacks against the target this turn.
Critical Success Sanctuary is dismissed.
Failure The creature can’t attack the target and wastes the action.
It can’t attempt further attacks against the target this turn.
Critical Failure The creature wastes the action and can’t attempt to attack the target for the rest of sanctuary’s duration.

Abjuration

SLEEP SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Area  5-foot burst

Each target in the area becomes drowsy and might fall asleep, depending on its Will save. A creature that falls asleep from this spell

doesn’t fall prone or drop what it’s holding. This spell doesn’t prevent creatures from waking up due to a successful Perception check,
making it of limited use mid-combat.

Success –1 conditional penalty to Perception checks for 1 round.
Critical Success Unaffected.
Failure It falls asleep. If it’s still asleep after 1 minute, it wakes up automatically.
Critical Failure It falls asleep. If it’s still asleep after 1 hour, it wakes up automatically.

Heightened (3rd) The targets fall into a deep slumber for 1 round on a failure and 1 minute on a critical failure. They fall prone and drop
what they’re holding, and they can’t attempt Perception checks to wake up. After the listed amount of time, the creature is in normal

sleep.

Enchantment 

Mental

SOOTHE SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet; Targets  one willing or unconscious living creature 

Duration  1 minute

You grace the target’s mind, boosting its mental defenses and healing its wounds. The target regains Hit Points
equal to 1d6 plus your spellcasting ability modifier when you Cast the Spell and gains a +1 conditional bonus to saves against mental

effects for the duration.
Heightened (+1) The amount of healing increases by 2d6.

Healing 

Mental 

Necromancy 

Positive

SUMMON MONSTER SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  30 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

You summon a level 0 creature from the summon monster list. This creature fights for you until the spell ends. The creature gains the
summoned trait. The spell automatically ends if the monster’s Hit Points drop to 0. Summoned creatures have 2 actions per turn (which
they use when you Concentrate on the Spell) and can’t use reactions. The creature attacks your enemies to the best of its abilities. If
you can communicate with it, you can attempt to command it as part of your action to Concentrate on a Spell, but the GM determines

the degree to which it follows your commands.
Heightening the spell increases the maximum level of monster you can summon. You can always summon a monster of a lower level

than the spell allows.
Heightened (2nd) Level 1.
Heightened (3rd) Level 2.
Heightened (4th) Level 3.
Heightened (5th) Level 5.
Heightened (6th) Level 7.
Heightened (7th) Level 9.
Heightened (8th) Level 11.
Heightened (9th) Level 13.
Heightened (10th) Level 15.

Summon Monster List

1st:  Level 0: animated broom, bloodseeker, bobcat, dog, dire rat, fire beetle, pig, pony, viper 
2nd:  Level 1: animated bureau, imp devil, mephit elemental, quasit demon 

3rd:  Level 2: animated armor, lemure devil, sloth demon 

4th:  Level 3: animated statue, hell hound, minor elemental 

5th:  Level 5: Lesser elemental; Level 4: bearded devil

Conjuration

 

6th: Level 7: blood demon, major elemental; Level 6: lust demon, nightmare, salamander 

7th: Level 9: bone devil, efreeti genie, greater elemental, wrath demon; Level 8: erinyes devil 
8th: Level 11: Elder elemental, toad demon; Level 10: barbed devil, slaver demon 

9th: Level 13: ice devil, treachery demon; Level 12: slime demon, valkyrie 
10th: Level 15: phoenix; Level 14: boar demon

TRUE STRIKE SPELL

Casting Verbal Casting 

Duration  until the end of your turn

The next time you make an attack roll before the end of your turn, roll the attack twice and use the better result. The attack ignores
circumstance penalties to the attack roll and any miss chance due to the target being concealed or sensed.

Divination 

Fortune

UNSEEN SERVANT SPELL

Casting Material Casting,  Somatic Casting Verbal Casting 

Range  60 feet 
Duration  concentration, up to 1 minute or until dismissed

You summon an unseen servant (see the sidebar), which you can command as part of Concentrating on the Spell. It serves you until
the duration expires; until its Hit Points drop to 0 or below, at which point the spell is dismissed; or until you lose concentration. The
unseen servant gains the summoned trait.

Conjuration

VENTRILOQUISM SPELL

Casting Somatic Casting, Verbal Casting 

Duration  1 minute

Whenever you speak, you can make your voice seem to come from somewhere else within 30 feet. Any creature that hears the sound
can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.
Heightened (2nd) The spell’s duration increases to 1 hour, and you can also change the tone, quality, and other aspects of your voice.
A creature must succeed at a Perception check against you before it can attempt to disbelieve your illusion.

Auditory 

Illusion
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